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How far would you go to escape from your sins?
Angela Balanescu is the daughter of an organized crime boss. Her father feeds on
power, solely focused on how he can gain more territory. Hating the violence used by
her family, Angela yearns to leave town, instead of using drink and sex as escapism.
When she falls for corrupt detective Sean, Angela wonders whether she can learn to
trust him and put a life of crime behind her. But Vincent, her father&#x2019;s violent
lieutenant, is jealous of their relationship and wants her for himself. He reminds her
that she shouldn&#x2019;t trust anyone.
Will Angela choose to stay and help her family, or leave town to start a new life where
she can escape her past?
&#x2018;Suspense, drama, sex and violence. All rolled into a cracking
read.&#x2019; Lose yourself in this dark crime thriller with a twisted love story
at its heart.
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